Mphasis wins the ‘’2017 Asia Edition Dream Companies to work for’’
Award in IT and Software category at World HRD Congress
Bengaluru, 10 August, 2017: Mphasis (BSE, NSE), a leading IT solutions provider specializing in cloud and
cognitive services, today announced that it has been recognized at the Asia Edition of ‘Dream Companies to
work for’ organized by World HRD Congress. Mphasis was declared the winner in two categories – ‘Dream
Companies to Work in IT & Software sector’ and ‘Fun at Work award’.
Over 750 nominations from organizations of all sizes and industries across India were submitted this
year. All nominations went through a rigorous six step screening process including evaluation by a Professional
Council followed by a live presentation by the companies to the jury. Post a rigourous screening process by an
eminent jury, Mphasis emerged as a winner for putting employee engagement at the heart of their business
strategy. Mphasis was recognized for its exemplary and innovative Human Resources (HR) practices, company
values, work culture and more.
“We are humbled and honored to be the recipient of the dual awards in the industry’s best known HR
recognition platform. At Mphasis, we believe in creating a workplace where employees are not only energized
but are also constantly innovating to make the workplace better for our people and it is with great pleasure I
accept this award,” said Srikanth Karra, Chief Human Resources Officer, Mphasis.
The Dream Company Awards is amongst the leading recognitions in the stream of Human Resource
Management and Talent Engagement. The award recognizes organizations that are driving disruptive employee
engagements strategies through “adaptive” HR policies. Today, HR policies are well aligned with the business
environment. Managing complexity and disruptions to drive industry best innovation has become the top most
priority for any organization. Companies are expected to build an environment that leads them to be the
‘Dream Company’ amongst the current and potential talent.
About Mphasis
Mphasis (BSE: 526299; NSE: MPHASIS) enables customers to reimagine their digital future by applying a unique
formula of integrated cloud and cognitive technology. Mphasis X2C2 TM formula for success, (shift anything to
cloud and power everything with cognitive), drives five dimensions of business value with an integrated
consumer-centric Front to Back Digital Transformation, enabling Business Operations and Technology
Transformation. Mphasis applies advancements in cognitive and cloud to traditional application and
infrastructure services to bring much needed efficiency and cost effectiveness. Mphasis’ core reference
architectures and tools, combined with domain expertise and hyper specialization are the foundation for
building strong relationships with marquee customers. Click here to know more.
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